ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION In 1978 V. L. Kharitonov [1] published a stability theorem for classes of polynomials defined by letting each coefficient vary independently in a specified (but arbitrary) interval. This remarkable result states that the whole class of polynomials is Hurwitz if and only if four special, well-defined polynomials are Hurwitz. Kharitonov also provided a generalization of this theorem for polynomials with complex coefficients
.
Unfortunately, these results remained largely unknown or unappreciated for several years, in part due to the complicated induction argument of the original proof. Recently, however, the result has been considerably simplified, applied and extended (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). The simplifications in [3] and [4] involve using the behavior of this class of polynomials on the imaginary axis of the complex plane. In [3] , the class is partitioned into line segments and the behavior of each seg ment is considered. In [4] , the image of the whole class (when evaluated at a point on the ima ginary axis) is shown to be a rectangle (in the complex plane)which can be analyzed all at once.
In this paper we extend the simplifications in [4] to prove Kharitinov's Theorem using only simple complex plane geometry and eliminating the use of the Hermite-Bieler Theorem (the "interlacing property"). Kharitonov 
Property 2: If p() is Hurwitz with degree n^l then arg(p(jca)) is a continuous and strictly increasing function of ©.
A Proof:
arg(p(jG>))= J>2(/©+laf h/ft)= *Zarctan{--r)
and the summands are all continuous and strictly increasing functions of©. Remark: We see that the whole rectangle /?(©) must travel counterclockwise through a total angle of n n/2, always completely entering one quadrant before crossing into the next Remark: The theorem can be proven without refering to the net angle property and moving rec tangle argument by using the continuity of zeroes of polynomials and the fact that N is pathwise connected (it is a parallelepiped in the space of polynomial coefficients). If {^n(*)^i2(')^2i(')^22(*)} were Hurwitz and p(-)eN were not Hurwitz, then on any path in N connecting kn() to pQ there would be a polynomial, p (•), with a zero on the imaginary axis, say at $=/<&. This implies that^06)=0» which is forbidden by [2] is known to the authors, and ourbriefreferences to [2] are paraphrased from references made in [6] .) The proof of this generalization was recently simplified by Bose and Shi [6] [6] .
We demonstrate the results pictorially, relying heavily on Dasgupta's picture of //(©) as a rectanglein the complex plane with comers given by the Kharitonov polynomials. Again, we use only simple complex plane geometry (in contrast to the detailed calculations of [5]). In the pro cess of proving these results, we also develop a strongersense of the roles played by the Kharito nov polynomials to force //(©) to circle counterclockwise aroundthe origin through a total angle of null radians as © goes from zero to infinity. We begin by noting that the angles of all monic polynomials of degree n converge to nn/2Qnod 2n) as ©-»+<» (since p(j<Q)=(j(ti)n[l+0(1/©)]). So for any choice of & and ak, k=0,... t «-l, the rectangle #(©) will go to infinity at an asymptotic angle ofnn/2 (mod 2n). The only question is whether or not it will circle the origin n/4 times (or /tic/2 radians) counter clockwise, without intersecting the origin, in the process.

n=3: Assume Qq >0;2 then N is Hurwitz if and only if £2i0) is Hurwitz.
Proof: The "only if* is immediate since k2l()eN. So we assume that Jfc2iO is Hurwitz, and argue pictorially, refering to Figure 5. k2l(j(ti) will always be the "lower right comer" of the rectangle //(©) (for ©>0), so as k2l(j<o)travels away from the positive real axis, through the first quadrant and then the second, it essentially "pushes" //(©) off the posi tive real axis (tf (0) lies in the positive real axis because of our assumption that Qq> 0), into the open first quadrant and then the second, forcing //(co) to completely enter the second quadrant before crossing the real axis into the lower half plane. Once k2l(j(o) has crossed into the second quadrant, it can never cross the imaginary axis again (since arg(k2i(j(o)) must increase monotonically and approach 3n/2). Since &2i(/©) lies on the "right" edge of //(©), //(©) cannot enter the right half plane again. We have shown that //(co) must travel counterclockwise around the origin, through the first quadrant and completely into second, and then remain in the open left half plane as it goes to
We begin by definingthe set N* of polynomials of the form Figure 6 : Polynomials of degree n=4.
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